Gregorians's Future At U. Is Enhanced By Decision

By DICK STEVENSON
President Dick Stevenson's decision by turning down an attractive offer to leave the chancellorship of the University of Pennsylvania has established himself as the man to beat in the search for the University's next president.

''Gregorian has now done himself to be not only a scholar and administrator with national recognition, but a leader in his own right. His acceptance of the chancellorship has established him as the man to beat in the search for the University's next president.''

News Analysis

But a man who has proven his leadership qualities at Penn in the future.

These institutionalists in the past have concluded that it was not a matter of ''Gregorian's'' decision, but whether or not he would accept the chancellorship. His acceptance of the position has established him as the man to beat in the search for the University's next president.

''Gregorian has now shown himself to be a leader in his own right. His acceptance of the chancellorship has established him as the man to beat in the search for the University's next president.''
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The Entrepreneurial Club presents:

Harry Newstein
International Barter Expert Consultant for McDonald Douglas

Topic: "The World of Barter" - Benefits & Techniques & Barter's Effect on the U.S.

Barter's Effect on Energy & Oil

Time: Thursday, February 7

Place: Dietrich Hall E-106

FALL & WINTER CLEARANCE

Sweaters $500 & $1000

Blouses

Skirts & Skirts $1000 & $1500

HER CLOTHES TREE

3728 WALNUT ST.

OFF THE RECORD

(Continued from page 1)

In the real business world, clients could not service their reactors because they were too busy trying to keep their businesses
up and running. The Three Mile Island accident caused many utilities to examine their safety procedures.

It was, of course, a tragic accident, electric utility stocks have declined in price, but those utilities not involved in nuclear utilities as a result of the Three Mile Island accident, have not been affected as much.

Even so, Thursday's conference should give people a chance to review safety procedures and talk about how to prevent such tragedies in the future.

"The fact is, we have to do it for the rest of my life," said John I. Kapler, technical director of UTV. "I would have no choice in the future."

The students, who continued to rip off phone lines from boarding school in Pennsylvania, were in the control room where vital reactor functions are kept.

"I'm impressed by Plastic Fantastic," said Sean Bond, "and I do Demonstration Booth-Listening Booth was pureendenly erratic. Apart from being a

The Annenberg Center for the Arts presents:

LOOT

An English Detective Comedy

Directed by David Roberston

LOOT is about everything — its central theme is that im-

perfect — it is as clever as it is amusing. Pittsburgh Press

LOOT is often hailed as a murder mystery, a murder mystery with humor, laughable, a bumbling Scotland Yard inspector, a disappearing corpse, and a LOT OF LAUGHING.

February 13-24

Pennsylvania State University

Series A

- A house comedy piece for audiences wanting to embrace the idea that nothing is perfect and everything is fallible.

- A house comedy piece for audiences wanting to embrace the idea that nothing is perfect and everything is fallible.

Presented by Brandon W. Harris, a management professor at Drexel University.

The Miser

by Brandon W. Harris
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LOOT was chosen to be presented at On The Stair, was sold to the worthy of respect He was, says his belief that nothing in modern life is sense of the absurd, caustic wit, and Orton is a very important playwright; he is very popular in England."

Annenberg because "We have never had the Pittsburgh Public Theater in England before and LOOT has only been done before."

The show boasts a thousand cast --工厂 dressed precisely "parrot-tailed." "They shouldn't be this trained," he explained because "a business school is not trying to pull people in for their acting performances art school would be. Yet, an undergraduate cast." Most of the actors had never been brave enough to experience performing, he said, and nervous on stage. However, a few of the featured performances never performed before.

Almost everyone associated with the show is a Wharton graduate student. Since are not one cast member. Nancy, the wife of a student, was recruited for Wharton's performance. The show was having difficulty as haunted by her husband's presence.

The cast turns up with an eight-page script." They give material. All skits are written by relevant writers, and lyrics to melodies "lifted from Broadway type standards."

The fourth Wharton Follies production is a comedic interpretation of sign language. There will be audience members doing it. Dave Luchs was directed at them. People are 'horses' and 'stomping' and make 'horses.' Luchs was director.

The combination of serious and funny moments as well as a collection of outrageous characters gives Boys a sense of both worlds. The audience will be a chorus of "horses." Luchs was also the director. The cast is performing the role of Dysart. Which will recreate the role of Jill. The Miser will be directed by Barry Strang, a British stableboy, had a famous.
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Winning the Admissions Struggle
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Gregorian's Future
(Continued from page 3)

Gregorian's future is uncertain. He has already been accused of being too political, of doing away from making difficult or unpopular decisions, and of being too concerned with his own image. His personality...
Peace Committee
(Continued from page 1)
deal with on-campus efforts to involve more people and contact congressmen; and a counseling committee to inform people about gaining conscientious-objector status among other alternatives to the draft.

Although the meeting was an organizational one to rally people against the draft, many people expressed specific grievances concerning the American "military-industrial complex."

Organizer Wally Crimm said that "somewhere along the line our foreign policy has failed. We are acting out of fear if we have to use our military."

Organizer Susan Podziba added, "For now, we are concentrating on beating the draft before it starts."

The anti-draft movement throughout the city has planned meetings and rallies for the coming week. Thursday night there will be a meeting at the Asbury Methodist Church, 3311 Chestnut Street at 7:00. Friday night there will be a rally at the west side of City Hall at 12:00. PAC is meeting at the peace sign in front of Van Pelt library at 11:00, before going to City Hall on Saturday. On February 11, there will be another PAC rally on campus at 11:00 a.m. The rally Monday is a nationwide only being held on campuses across the nation.

Show your degree of pride
You've worked hard to achieve your goal. Now you can let the world know. Choose a Balfour class ring with your field of study and degree sculptured on one side and your school crest on the other.

Ring Days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN:</th>
<th>WHERE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WED-FEB 6</td>
<td>10-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS-FEB 7</td>
<td>10-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI-FEB 8</td>
<td>10-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balfour
JEWEIERS TO THE COLLEGES OF AMERICA

Want to try something different? Instead of Florida, try...
The Bermuda Experience
this Spring Vacation
Organized by Penn students
TRIP INCLUDES
Airfare, Lodging 8 days/7 nights, transfers FREE PASS to:
* All college week activities
* Barbeques on the beach
* Beach parties and lunches
* Tennis tournaments
* Talent shows/entertainment
* Wild boat cruise with live band, beer, lunch
LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER AGENT ON CAMPUS Including Adventures in Travel
CALL RICH AT 349-8815  
Campus Representative for College Hill Travel Providence RI (before you write your check)
Free brochures available on campus Pictures of Bermuda and our accommodations are available for your inspection

PREPARE YE Quadramics announces AUDITIONS for GODSPELL Wednesday, Feb. 6 7:00-11:00pm Thursday, Feb. 7 7:00-11:00pm HAROLD PRINCE THEATER ANNENBERG CENTER Bring a Song from the show come prepared to Dance Funded by SAC
**PHILADELPHIA STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET JEWRY AND HILLEL AT PENN PRESENTS:**

**BRAD BOXMAN,**

A Villanova Student

**Speaking On**

**A Student's Experience in the USSR**

**Thurs. Feb. 7** 7:00•Hillel Lounge•202 S. 36th St.

**FREE REFRESHMENTS**

---

**ALLOCATE $300,000.**

The Student Activities Council is looking for a few quality undergraduates interested in assuming responsibility for allocating the SAC budget. (Seniors not eligible.)

Contact: Brad Boxman, Florissant Student Services Building, Room 203.

**Sign up for an interview by February 15 at the Office of Student Life**

Second Floor, Houston Hall
Olympic Boycott

Don't You Forget It!

And Don't You Forget It!

WFLN!    " H3L

One and

Czech confrontation in 1968. 

One and

One and

WFLN

who won her match at number two

score of 4-1.

African boycott and the Quebec

Smith at Mexico City in 1968 to the

defenseless nation, to the Soviet-

blood of Russian water polo players in

events of Olympics past in which the

needs."

threatens the oil which every country

from the others? Because it has the

in every Olympics since 1936—that's

realistic. Politics have entered into it

must see

A telephone call from one of the

which is being held in a country where

students: "I hope we have made a com-

ment to boycott early enough so

potential to hit us right where it hurts

Annie wrestling with

birds and trees. Sports 4 Crafts Call 6 pm -

natural looks. Sports 4 Crafts Call 6 pm -

House We are looking for non-smoking

the University of Pennsylvania Placement Office

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
February 22, 1980
University of Pennsylvania Placement Office

OPENING BIDS for New Orleans and Los Angeles, February 22. 

OPENING BIDS for New Orleans and Los Angeles, February 22.

Burroughs' procedures. Through presentations and special

facilities.

opportunities available throughout the company and good

growth opportunities include specification of system architecture, detail

engineering, design and implementation of management and 

processing systems and inventory control.

Computer Science or BS/Math with computer science

background. Responsibilities include design, implementation 

and computer integration, or technical and mechanical 

experience Good Pay Summer Career 

sailing expeditions

referrals

For Convenient Take Out Call: 

EVR-1482 

EVR-0508

New! Large Pizzas, Too!

All Dough Made Fresh Daily On Premises

Open: 11a.m. - 1 a.m. Weekdays 
Till 2 a.m. Fridays & Saturdays 

6 p.m.-12 a.m. Sundays

If you want to become an active member of an organization in

which you will have immediate input and responsibility, and one

that is a lot of fun, then JOIN THE NEW STUDENT WEEK COMMITTEE.

Come to our

NSW "80" MEETING

Thursday at 7:00 pm Houston Hall, Bishop White Room
The coaching staff has been emphasizing the importance of a solid defense, with emphasis on pressure and transition plays. The Quakers have been preparing for this year's Ivy League schedule, with practices focusing on teamwork and communication. With the end of the regular season approaching, the Quakers have their sights set on a strong finish, aiming for a conference title and possibly a national championship. The team's strong performances have been key to their success, with key players leading the way in various events. As the season comes to a close, the Quakers will be looking to build on their strengths and improve weaknesses, with an eye on the upcoming conference meet. The team is looking forward to the challenge of taking on some of the top opponents in the league and proving their worth on the national stage.